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For centuries, Greece was the cornerstone of Western philosophy,” says Donald Robertson, founder of Plato’s Academy Centre, a nonprofit dedicated to preserving the nation’s philosophical history.

“To walk where philosophy originated, to walk in the footsteps of Plato and Socrates,” he observes, is “to imagine how this tradition began.”

Robertson’s interest in philosophy began when he was a teenager and continued through his undergraduate and graduate studies at Aberdeen University, where he completed degrees in philosophy before segueing into postgraduate degrees in psychotherapy. Author of How to Think Like a Roman Emperor: The Stoic Philosophy of Marcus Aurelius, Robertson honed his training in ancient philosophers because he believes they offer more practical wisdom and insights into life than modern ones. Aurelius, Aristotle, and Plato, among other ancients, helped him to process the tragedy of his father’s death.

This personal experience, which reified his belief that philosophy teaches invaluable coping mechanisms, inspired him to establish Plato’s Academy Centre in December 2021.

The center’s mission is to make ancient philosophy—from the Socratic method to Plato’s dialogues that illustrate the method in practice—accessible and easily digestible to the public. Courses currently in development will be tailored to modern-day concerns and points of interest, from self-improvement and well-being to business leadership. To reach as many people as possible, the nonprofit will provide both in-person and online learning opportunities. To generate interest, Plato’s Academy Centre currently offers a free online course consisting of six lessons on the Socratic method.

In May 2021, Plato’s Academy Centre held its first virtual conference on the theme of practical applications of philosophy, which was attended by approximately 500 people. Philosophy scholars featured as speakers included classics scholar Robin Waterfield, University of Crete philosophy professor Chloe Balla, and University of California, Santa Barbara, philosophy professor Voula Tsouna. University of Sheffield philosophy professor Angie Hobbs delivered a
She says that the nonprofit will add jobs to the economy by employing local youth to assist with event programming.

The center receives funding from the Aurelius Foundation, an organization that shares similar goals about the preservation of philosophical integrity and the pursuit of knowledge. “We are partnering and supporting the Plato Academy project, as this initiative fits squarely into our mission,” says Justin Stead, who launched the foundation in 2019 to promote Stoicism.

“We are looking to increase the awareness and application of Stoicism within younger generations,” he says, including CEOs and business leaders who could apply Stoic principles to “the development of their strategic plans, tactical executions, and cultural/teamwork initiatives.”

In addition to the in-person conference in 2023, the center will officially roll out both virtual and in-person events in Athens with the continued support from the Aurelius Foundation, individual donations, and volunteers. The nonprofit also aims to raise enough funds to create a new conference facility near Plato’s Academy Park to host all future events—even, potentially, the 2023 conference.

Robertson is optimistic about the center’s potential to spark interest in both ancient philosophy and Greece in general. “Our hope is that the online community grows to become a hub for academic experts and best-selling authors to interact with a wider community who are interested in Greek philosophy’s relevance today,” he says.

“I thought that we need a wearable device that can help us address the issue of women not self-examining their breasts for a cancer lump and to reduce the cost, time, and energy it takes to schedule and get a mammogram,” Kemisola explains.

The smart bra must be worn for at least 30 minutes to complete a scan, which can determine if tumors are benign or malignant. People can use the device’s digital app to access their results and also, if necessary, to search for and schedule virtual or in-person appointments with nearby doctors.

Kemisola funded the research and development of the device with approximately $25,000 of her own money. She has also received financial support from Standard Chartered Bank and